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CCPA READINESS WORKSHOP
By January 1, 2020, the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) requires all
companies who use personal data to comply with requests from individuals
to report on what data is collected and how it is used, prevent further sharing,
or even delete the data upon request.

Data Privacy Compliance
Applicable to every organization that handles personally identifiable information
(PII), the CCPA gives consumers broad rights to access and control their personal
information. The extent of “do not sell my personal information” and the consumers’
rights to “opt-out” goes above and beyond GDPR compliancy requirements. As
currently enacted, the law dramatically increases consumers’ rights of access to and
control over how their personal information is collected, used, sold, and disclosed.
Businesses will need to modify operations, policies, and procedures to comply
with California residents’ rights to information about and control of their
personal information.

Quest’s CCPA Readiness Workshop will:
Give your organization insight into the types of data collected, including personal,
sensitive, Right to be Forgotten, and erasure. Quest will also discuss cross-border data
transfers and the validity of your current mechanisms for transfers of personal data.
Our experts will:

• Review categories of personal information collected and how the information
is used.

WORKSHOP DETAILS
Date/Time
What works for you and your team? Depending on
your availability and requirements, we can meet
with you as soon as possible or in the near future.

Location
The CCPA Readiness Workshop can be conducted
on-site at your location or at Quest’s Roseville, CA
office.

Recommended Attendee Titles
If you are not the business owner and/or key
decision maker, please ensure they are present;
business operations/decisions are directly tied to
technology requirements for most organizations.
We also recommend having these key team
members present:

• Discuss what personal information is collected by your business, how it is used, sold,

ISO/CISO
CEO/CFO/COO
Data Processor Officer

• Review internal policies and procedures as to the scope and purpose of such

Preferred Documentation to Review

• Review your internal and online privacy policies to comply with the CCPA disclosure

We recommend having the following items ready
to review for this Workshop, if they are available:

or shared with third parties, and determine the purpose of such sharing.
collection of personal information.
requirements.

• Discuss known policies and procedures that ensure your organization can respond to

customer requests for information related to the sale or disclosure of their personal
information as well as requests for access to or deletion of their personal information.

• Discuss technological solutions that can be utilized to process the consumer requests
you receive and consumers’ rights to opt-out of the sale of their personal information.

From the CCPA Readiness Workshop, you’ll learn how to prevent the unlawful
destruction, loss, alteration, and disclosure of access to personal data and avoid
non-compliant CCPA fines.

Data Processor
Data Controller

Security Policy
Compliance Audit Results
Incident Response Procedure
Data Retention and Classification Policy

Timeline at a Glance
Pre-Workshop: Scheduling kickoff call,
establishing priorities
Kickoff Call: Introductions, agenda, expectations
Workshop: Conduct a one-day, on-site Workshop
Final Review: Quest provides Executive Summary
including recommendations and action items

REQUEST YOUR
ASSESSMENT HERE
Email programs@questsys.com
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